Retinoblastoma (RB) is a rare childhood eye cancer caused by germline or somatic mutations in the *RB1* tumour suppressor gene. A total of 25--35% of children with RB develop tumours in both eyes (bilateral) as a result of a germline mutation in the *RB1* gene, and the other 65--75% of children with RB develop tumours in only one eye (unilateral) usually caused by somatic mutations in the *RB1* gene ([@bib26]). Although all bilateral survivors are presumed to have a germline mutation, only approximately one-third have inherited a mutation from a parent, whereas the other two-thirds have a *de novo* germline mutation that occurs during formation of the sperm or egg from an unaffected parent ([@bib12]; [@bib31]). Unilateral cases with a family history of RB (at least one relative with RB) are also considered to be heritable cases, whereas the remaining majority of unilateral cases are considered to be non-heritable. Despite excellent long-term survival, previous studies have found that long-term heritable RB survivors have an elevated risk of developing second cancers (SCs) associated with RB radiation treatment ([@bib35]; [@bib25]). Although non-heritable RB patients were not at greater risk of a SC overall compared with the general population, and much less likely to receive radiotherapy (RT) than heritable RB patients, breast cancer risk was significantly elevated in both heritable and non-heritable RB patients ([@bib24]; [@bib43]).

The male and female breast is known to be radiosensitive, especially following exposures at young ages ([@bib39]; [@bib44]). A recent study has highlighted very high radiation breast cancer risks associated with diagnostic exposures among a genetically susceptible subgroup of *BRCA1/2* survivors ([@bib38]), although two other US studies of *BRCA1/2* mutation carriers did not find increased risks associated with therapeutic radiation exposure ([@bib5]) or diagnostic radiation for those exposed under the age of 50 ([@bib23]). In addition, there are structural abnormalities and loss of expression of the *RB1* gene in 20--35% of all breast tumours ([@bib50]; [@bib6]). However, as yet, there has been little epidemiologic research on the risk of breast cancer in relation to radiation and genetic susceptibility of long-term RB survivors.

We therefore performed radiation dose--response analyses in a case--control study of breast cancer following RB nested within a previously evaluated US cohort of long-term survivors of RB ([@bib24], [@bib25]) to determine this risk. We pooled data from this case--control study with another case--control data-set nested within a UK cohort of breast cancers after childhood cancer ([@bib43]). Owing to the known effects of certain forms of chemotherapy, in particular alkylating agents, on risk of subsequent breast cancer ([@bib47]), we assessed risks in relation both to chemotherapy and to radiation exposure. Owing to the reported association between blindness and breast cancer incidence ([@bib13]; [@bib41]; [@bib51]; [@bib15]) we also examined the effect of adjusting for this.

Materials and methods
=====================

The US cohort consisted of 1601 1-year survivors of RB diagnosed between 1914 and 1984 at two US hospitals, as previously studied by [@bib24]). Seven hundred and fifty-five of these (47.2%) were female. There were 17 people with missing RT treatment information who were excluded, leaving an analysis cohort of 1584. Abstractors recorded baseline information from hospital records on diagnosis, laterality, treatment, and family history of RB as well as any mention of a SC. Any SC diagnosed up to 31 December 2001 was obtained by trained interviewers through three separate telephone interviews with survivors or parents, as described elsewhere ([@bib24]). In addition, periodic searches of the National Death Index were conducted to ascertain information on vital status and causes of deaths ([@bib53]). Invasive SCs were confirmed by autopsy and pathology reports whenever possible (14 cases), hospital or physician records (four cases), death certificates (six cases), or initial questionnaire (one case). We excluded all *in situ* cancers from this analysis. A nosologist coded all confirmed breast cancers according to the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology ([@bib16]). Person--years of follow-up began 1 year after RB diagnosis and continued until the earliest occurring of: (a) the patient developing invasive breast cancer; (b) last contact; (c) death; or (d) 31 December 2008. The Special Studies Institutional Review Board of the National Cancer Institute approved the study.

The UK cohort consisted of 581 female patients diagnosed with RB between 1940 and 1991 under the age of 15 and who had survived at least 5 years after RB, as previously studied ([@bib21]; [@bib43]). The cohort was ascertained through the National Registry of Childhood Tumours (NRCT), which is a population-based registry maintained by the Childhood Cancer Research Group at the University of Oxford. The methods of ascertainment were as described previously ([@bib20]). The population-based cohort was electronically linked, using full personal identifiers, to the population-based national cancer registries for England, Wales and Scotland through 'flagging\' at the National Health Service Central Registers, which provided incident SC from 1971 ([@bib20]). We also wrote to the general practitioner of every survivor who had not died to specifically ask about the occurrence of any SC. In addition, a questionnaire was sent to survivors who were aged at least 16 years which included questions specifically relating to SC ([@bib21]). The NRCT provided ascertainment of all cancers diagnosed below age 15 years. Finally, through 'flagging\' we obtained underlying causes of death relating to all deaths occurring beyond 5 years from diagnosis of childhood cancer, and deaths coded to neoplastic causes were carefully investigated. Time at risk for a subsequent primary breast cancer began at 5 years subsequent to RB diagnosis and ended at the earliest of: (a) the patient developing invasive breast cancer; (b) the first occurrence of loss to follow-up; (c) death; or (d) reaching the study exit date, December 31, 2005. Because national breast cancer incidence rates only became available with the start of the UK National Health Service Central Register Cancer Registry in 1971, breast cancer rates were estimated for the period 1962--1970 by use of the mean rates for the period 1971--1974.

Case--control studies
---------------------

Twenty female and one male breast cancer cases were identified from the US cohort using medical records, telephone interviews, or self-reports, and as described above were confirmed with pathology reports or death certificates. (The two multiple primary cases in the cohort were each counted as a single case, and another case had an intervening cancer.) Each case had to be the first primary cancer (apart from non-melanoma skin cancer) after the RB. Each case was matched to a maximum of three controls on sex, RB heritable status, and date of birth within 5 years, to control for heritability, sex, and birth cohort variations. Each control had to be alive and free of any subsequent cancer (apart from non-melanoma skin) for a period at least as long as the corresponding interval from RB diagnosis to breast cancer diagnosis in the index case. If more than three controls were available meeting these criteria, three controls were selected at random. Fifty-six controls were selected. For the UK (GENE-RAD-RISK) data set there were 10 female breast cancer cases, and for each up to five controls were selected using the above matching criteria and for the same reasons. If more than five controls were available meeting these criteria, five controls were selected at random. A total of 21 controls were selected. For a single case the matching criteria on the year of birth had to be relaxed to be within 10 years. In addition, a suitable control could not be found for a single case each in the UK and US cohorts; both cases were excluded, although they were included in the SIR analysis of Table 2. A single (heritable) case in the US cohort developed an intervening cancer, and therefore was not included in the case--control study, although it was included in the SIR analysis of Table 2. Information on bilateral blindness was only available for the US cohort.

Radiation dosimetry
-------------------

Detailed information on radiation treatment of RB was abstracted from RT records for US and UK cases and controls, and absorbed dose to the breast bud, which was primarily scatter radiation from the primary treatment field (the eye), was estimated by measurements and computer simulations, based on clinical treatment notes ([@bib29]; [@bib45]; [@bib46]). Scatter dose is likely to be less of an issue currently than formerly because, as noted by [@bib24]), the rates of SCs were higher among those treated with the lower energy (kilovoltage) radiation, which had much more scatter, in the earlier part of the cohort, than with the much higher energy (megavoltage) therapy used later. The first US case or control with radiation treatment was in 1928 and the first UK case or control in 1948; reconstruction of doses from such relatively old records is not in principle difficult, nor any less reliable than for more modern treatment data, if the records can be found. Actual conditions of exposure were simulated based on external beam machine characteristics, field configurations, treatment conditions, and patient characteristics (for example, age; [@bib29]; [@bib45]; [@bib46]). The breast radiation dose was estimated for each individual patient from the dose received to the eye for RB treatment, in particular accounting for age at treatment and other parameters ([@bib29]; [@bib45]; [@bib46]). Breast dose for the UK cases and controls was estimated using the ICTA software package developed at the Gustave Roussy Institute, again based on clinical treatment notes ([@bib29]; [@bib45]). Doses for the cases were for the breast bud of the affected breast; doses for the matched controls were for the same (left/right) breast bud as for the index case. All information on the data, reliability, and validity of the method used in this software to estimate absorbed doses of RT can be found in previous publications ([@bib29]; [@bib45]).

Statistical methods
-------------------

For the US cohort, the expected number of breast cancers in the general population was estimated from age-, sex-, and calendar-year-specific cancer incidence rates from Connecticut for 1935--1972 (and for years from 1973 onwards via SEER) Tumor Registries. For expected cancer rates before 1935, when the Connecticut Tumor Registry began, we used rates for 1935--1939. For the UK data, analogous computations were performed using the corresponding neoplasm rates of the England and Wales general population. The standardised incidence ratio (SIR) was estimated with exact (Poisson-based) 95% confidence intervals ([@bib7]). As described below, log-linear conditional logistic regression models were used to examine the dose--response relationship between the odds ratio (OR) for breast cancer and radiation dose in the case--control data, in which the assumed probability of breast cancer (*Y*=1) following a breast dose of *D* Gy, chemotherapy type *C* (=none, triethylenemelamine, cyclophosphamide), and bilateral blindness indicator *B* is assumed to be given by:

Information on chemotherapy was derived from clinical treatment notes in each component data set; for the US cohort, information on bilateral blindness was derived in the same way.

The model was fitted via conditional maximum likelihood using LogXact 10 (Cytel, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA, 2013) and excluded patients with unknown radiation dose. Mid-*p* exact confidence intervals were derived, and all hypothesis tests (for example, of heterogeneity of OR by heritability subgroup and age) were based on fitting appropriate generalisations of the above logistic model, with interaction terms to test for the desired effect (for example, departure from homogeneity) ([@bib10]), and reported in Table 5. Additional analyses of unconditional OR are reported (in Table 4), with *P*-values computed via Fisher\'s exact test and associated exact confidence intervals on the OR estimated using the epitools library of R (R version 3.0.1, <http://www.r-project.org/>, 2013). Sensitivity analyses were also conducted (the results of which are not reported in the Tables) in which we excluded the single male case and associated controls, also examining the effects of adjusting for chemotherapy in the RB heritable and non-heritable groups separately.

Ethical approvals
-----------------

The Special Studies Institutional Review Board of the National Cancer Institute approved the US study protocol. The UK study obtained consent of the multicentre research ethics committee and every local research ethics committee in Britain.

Results
=======

As indicated in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, overall there were 1584 survivors of both sexes in the US cohort, with 25 breast cancer cases and 45 590 person--years of follow-up among 1-year survivors. In the UK cohort, there were 581 female survivors with 11 breast cancer cases and 15 838 person--years of follow-up among 5-year survivors ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The mean age at RB diagnosis was 1.3 years in the US cohort and 1.8 years in the UK cohort ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that among irradiated patients in the two RB cohorts, the SIR for the irradiated patients is 3.89 (95% CI 2.34, 6.07) while for the non-irradiated patients the SIR is 3.04 (95% CI 1.77, 4.87); there are similar patterns of risk in the two component (US, UK) cohorts ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The SIR for breast cancer is 3.43 (95% CI 1.88, 5.76) for irradiated heritable RB patients and 6.19 (95% CI 2.01, 14.45) for the irradiated non-heritable group. There were indications of excess risk of breast cancer also among the unirradiated heritable and non-heritable RB patients, which for both groups were statistically significant, with SIRs of 8.72 (95% CI 3.51, 17.97) and 2.09 (95% CI 1.00, 3.84), respectively. The ratio of SIRs for irradiated : unirradiated suggests an excess radiation-associated risk both overall (heritable+non-heritable; relative risk (RR)=3.89/3.04=1.28) and for the non-heritable RB group (RR=6.19/2.09=2.97) but not for the heritable RB group (RR=3.43/8.72=0.39). The same pattern was also observed in the US cohort (RR=1.19 overall, RR=3.16 for non-heritable RB, RR=0.35 for heritable RB) and in the UK cohort (RR=1.50 overall, RR=2.29 for non-heritable RB, RR=0.49 for heritable RB).

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} lists descriptive characteristics of the 31 cases and 77 controls in the combined US and UK case--control studies. Seventeen breast cancer cases (54.8%) and 42 controls (54.5%) had heritable RB. Age at RB diagnosis was comparable for cases and controls (mean, 18.6 months; mean, 17.2 months). The mean age at breast cancer diagnosis was 43.6 years (range, 25--61.9). The mean total breast bud radiation dose was 0.16 Gy (range, 0--0.65 Gy) for cases and was 0.17 Gy (range, 0--1.3 Gy) for controls ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).

The unconditional exact analysis of [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows that there were no radiation-exposed controls in the non-heritable RB group, so that ORs for all non-zero dose groups were infinite. The indications of excess risk (or lack of it) by RB-heritability status were similar for both the US and UK groups, and generally similarly statistically significant (or not) for the US data set as in total (for example, the OR for non-heritable cases 0.01+ Gy *vs* 0 Gy was ∞ (95% CI 1.86, ∞), *P*=0.014, data not shown); none of the findings for the UK data set were statistically significant.

The conditional exact regression analysis of [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that overall there was no significant variation in breast cancer risk with dose (*P*\>0.5). However, there was a pronounced and statistically significant (*P*=0.047) increase in the excess OR per Gy for non-heritable RB patients, and a modest and borderline significant (*P*=0.072) decrease for heritable RB patients. Consequently, there was significant (*P*=0.024) heterogeneity in radiation risk between the heritable and non-heritable RB groups, and this was true, at borderline levels of significance, for the US series (*P*=0.064, results not shown). These results were essentially unchanged if additional adjustment was made for bilateral blindness ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). (The contrast of the conditional exact regression analysis of this Table with the unconditional exact analysis of [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} should be noted; the latter also does not take individual dose estimates into account but is simply assessing the OR for exposed *vs* unexposed.)

Results were essentially unchanged if only female subjects were considered. The exact regressions of [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} were the same, and as the male case was non-heritable and radiation unexposed, the effect of excluding him was to make the SIR in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for the relevant cell marginally statistically significant (nine cases observed, 4.78 expected, SIR=1.88, 95% CI 0.86, 3.57; results not shown).

[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that there were elevated but nonsignificant effects of alkylating agent chemotherapy on breast cancer risk (OR=1.76, 95% CI=0.40, 9.25, two-sided *P*=0.578), either overall or within the RB heritable or non-heritable subgroups (*P*\>0.5, results not shown). However, although these data were available in both cohorts, they were less complete in the US study.

Discussion
==========

The analyses of this paper suggest that, although there is no overall significant trend in breast cancer risk with radiation dose, among non-heritable RB cases there is a high and statistically significant radiogenic risk of breast cancer, in contrast to the lack of evidence for radiogenic risk among heritable RB cases. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of breast cancer in relation to radiation dose and genetic susceptibility of long-term RB survivors.

[Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} shows that the overall risks in this study are somewhat lower, indeed nonsignificantly negative, compared with those estimated in other groups, in particular the US scoliosis cohort ([@bib11]), for whom the ERR/Gy was 5.4 (95% CI 1.2, 14.1). Risks in most other radiation-exposed groups are lower than this ([Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}) and are probably not inconsistent with those in the present study; however, the wide range of ages at exposure should be noted. (It should be noted that strictly the presentation of an overall OR estimate for our study in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} may be invalid, given the presence of heterogeneity in risk by RB heritable status. Nevertheless, for the purposes of comparison with the other studies, which lack information on heritability, we judge that presenting the overall estimate in [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"} is the correct thing to do here.)

[@bib43]) examined breast cancer incidence in relation to population expected numbers and radiation and RB heritability status, and observed a significant excess risk among the heritable RB survivors, both among those receiving radiation therapy and those not so doing, somewhat similar to our findings ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). There was also an elevated risk (albeit nonsignificant) among the non-heritable RB survivors ([@bib43]), again paralleling our findings ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

There are experimental data suggesting that inactivation of RB can interfere with induction of senescence in two human breast cancer cell lines ([@bib3]). Retinoblastoma inactivation has also been implicated in triple-negative breast cancers (lacking receptors for oestrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), or human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2); [@bib48]) that account for 10--17% of all breast carcinomas ([@bib42]). We were unable to investigate how breast cancer risk varied by receptor status in this study due to the lack of available data.

There are known to be other associations of breast cancer with the *RB1* gene: structural *RB1* abnormalities were detected in DNA from 15 out of 77 (19%) of sporadic, primary breast carcinomas examined clinically ([@bib50]). However, a much lower prevalence (3 out of 73) was observed in another clinical series ([@bib4]). It is reasonably clear that *RB1* mutation is associated with breast cancer, albeit in a relatively small proportion (\<5%) of cases in the general population ([@bib8]), although its involvement in the various other epithelial tumours in which mutations in *RB1* have been detected ([@bib19]; [@bib27]; [@bib37]) is less clear. *RB1* is known to be involved in cell cycle regulation ([@bib52]).

It is well known that RB survivors experience an elevated incidence of many cancer types in adulthood ([@bib14]; [@bib35]; [@bib25]). The excess risk is not exclusively associated with possible radio- or chemotherapy received -- among those with heritable RB -- because there is still a significant excess of these tumours among those with heritable RB who were treated surgically only ([@bib14]; [@bib35]). This may go some way to explain our findings. The particularly elevated risk (SIR=8.72, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) of breast cancer seen in heritable RB patients who were not treated with radiation indicates the importance of RB heritability for breast cancer. However, the somewhat less elevated risk (SIR=2.09, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) of breast cancer seen in the unirradiated non-heritable RB patients suggests that there must also be non-genetic factors raising risk. There is more general evidence to suggest that individuals with higher baseline risk of developing cancer (in the absence of radiation exposure) may have a reduced radiation-associated RR ([@bib32]); in particular, the study of [@bib30]) showed that brain tumour excess RRs per Gy (ERR) were markedly lower among the patients with cancer-prone disorders compared with those in the non-susceptible population at borderline levels of statistical significance (two-sided *P*=0.06). Likewise, in the study by [@bib49]) there were nonsignificant indications (two-sided *P*=0.67) of a lower bone tumour radiogenic ERR among patients with RB than among those patients without RB. In the study by [@bib49]) the RB group includes both those patients treated for bilateral RB, which are presumed to be heritable, and those treated for unilateral RB, most of which are presumed to be non-heritable. The vast majority (21 out of 22 (95.5%) of the cases, 57 out of 65 (87.7%) of the controls) of the patients with RB in the study by [@bib49]) had bilateral RB. Combining our results with those of other heritable radiation-exposed groups ([@bib49]; [@bib30]; [@bib5]; [@bib23]), but in contrast to the results of another recent study ([@bib38]), it would appear that in the high-risk heritable group (in our case the *RB1* gene mutation carriers) the much higher baseline breast cancer risk induced by the genetic component may leave minimal opportunity for expression of a radiation effect. The very high risk in the non-heritable RB group is probably to some extent due to chance, a consequence in part of the small numbers in this data set. Nevertheless, our finding is supported by much other data ([@bib49]; [@bib30]; [@bib5]; [@bib23]), albeit in relation to other end points and familial genetic syndromes, suggesting that it is in the non-heritable RB group where one would expect to see the largest excess radiation risk. While this would explain why risks were lower in the heritable group, it would not explain why the SIR in the radiation-treated heritable RB group should be lower than that for the unirradiated heritable group (RR=3.43/8.72=0.39, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), resulting in a RR that is less than 1. The fact that this is observed in both data sets suggests that it may not be a chance finding (although chance cannot be entirely discounted), the explanation for which is not clear to us. One possible explanation is that there is something about the subjects in the heritable RB group who were not given RT that places them at higher risk than the subjects in the heritable RB group given RT, possibly a result of other therapy that they received, or possibly selection. As shown by [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}, some types of alkylating-agent chemotherapies double the breast cancer risk; therefore, this may contribute to a part of the effect observed here. One might also hypothesise that cells with one *RB1* mutation might be more sensitive to the effects of radiation so that more of the nascent breast bud cells could be killed, rather than damaged.

The present study has limitations. In particular, the small number of cases means that chance cannot completely be discounted as a source of the findings. Assessment of heterogeneity in such a small data set is potentially difficult and may be stretching the analysis further than is warranted. The small size of the study and the relatively modest radiation doses mean that the study should have low power to detect moderate risks ([@bib33]), although not risks of the magnitude observed in the non-heritable RB group; it is well known that any significant findings in underpowered studies are likely to be overestimates of the true effects ([@bib28]). Although parity and family history are important risk factors for breast cancer ([@bib9]), there is no information on these covariates in the US cohort. There are such data in the UK series; however, the small size of the data set and the substantial fraction of missing information made further analysis impossible. Likewise, blindness is thought to be protective with respect to breast cancer risk ([@bib13]; [@bib41]; [@bib51]; [@bib15]). Information is only available in the US cohort on this; however, there is little evidence of a confounding effect of blindness on our results ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). There are other differences in the underlying populations in the two countries (US, UK) -- for example, in the weight by age. However, this is unlikely to affect results as controls were sampled for each case within the associated national cohort data set.

As discussed above, while we would expect a lower risk in the heritable RB group than in the non-heritable RB group, the finding of a borderline significant negative trend for the former (and the very high risk for the latter) is implausible. The most likely explanation is chance, resulting from the very small numbers in the study -- it should be emphasised that the negative trend for the heritable RB group and the positive trend for the non-heritable RB group are both of borderline statistical significance (*P*=0.072, *P*=0.047, respectively, [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). Another possibility is that by chance the controls were not correctly chosen. However, as we note below, the pattern of risk was the same in both component substudies (US, UK), and it appears moderately implausible (but not impossible) that the same pattern of bias should operate in the two cohorts. The OR estimates for the non-heritable RB group were infinite; for this reason, all inferences in this paper were based on exact statistics (using LogXact, Cytel, Inc.). However, because of the small numbers, non-statistical sources of error are possibly of more significance. It is possible that somehow the cases we reported as non-heritable RB were really heritable RB. *De novo* germline mutations that manifest as unilateral RB will only become unmasked with affected offspring, which may or may not have occurred. There are other possibilities also -- for example, incomplete family histories, or unexpressed or less penetrant mutations in the parents. Another possibility (again perhaps rather unlikely) is that somehow treatment dose was missed. It is reassuring that both the UK and US data sets are consistently pointing in the same direction, in relation to risks in heritable and non-heritable RB groups, although unsurprisingly (given the small numbers in each), there are at best borderline indications of significance (for example, *P*=0.064 for heterogeneity of radiation risk between the heritable and non-heritable US cases) in either of the component data sets considered separately. Another reassuring feature is the measure of consistency between the results of the cohort and case--control studies, so that from [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} one can estimate a RR (RT exposed *vs* RT unexposed) in the heritable RB group of 3.43/8.72=0.39, while for the non-heritable RB group the analogous RR is 6.19/2.09=2.96. These are within the 95% CI given in the last line of [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, namely (0.22, ∞) and (2.62, ∞), respectively.

Nevertheless, the results are intriguing because both the US and UK case--control series indicate that the risk for radiation-related breast cancer is greater in the non-heritable than in the heritable RB survivors, and the risk in the latter group is not raised. In the past, radiation was much more likely to be used to treat the heritable RB patients (about 85% of the US patients received RT), whereas non-heritable RB patients typically were treated surgically (only about 15% of the US patients were treated with RT and mostly had more extensive or recurrent disease). Radiation would be used for extensive disease not treatable with globe excision or recurrent disease after surgery. Both would possibly occur in slightly older individuals. Only one orbit would likely have been treated in contrast to bilateral RB where both orbits could be treated. In particular, the vast majority (\>99%) of unilateral cases without microscopic or macroscopic extraocular disease would normally be treated by enucleation ([@bib1]). This could account for the lack of controls who received RT in the non-heritable RB group. As discussed above, the lower radiation-related risk in the heritable group may be attributed to the higher baseline risk for breast cancer due to a germline *RB1* mutation. Retinoblastoma patients are less frequently treated with RT today ([@bib17]). The present study highlights the elevated breast cancer risk in RB survivors, irrespective of radiation treatment or heritability group ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), and indicates the need for further follow-up of these cohorts.
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###### Summary statistics for UK and US retinoblastoma cohorts

                                         **US**   **UK**
  ------------------------------------- -------- --------
  Persons                                 1584     581
  Person--years                          45 590   15 838
  Mean follow-up (years)                  26.9     27.3
  Numbers lost to follow-up                53       8
  Mean age at diagnosis of RB (years)     1.3      1.8
  Breast cancers                           25       11

Abbreviation: RB=retinoblastoma.

###### Risk of breast cancer in the US and UK retinoblastoma cohort of 1-year (US) and 5-year (UK) survivors, and reconciliation of case counts with those in the case--control study[a](#t2-fn2){ref-type="fn"}

                                                               **Non-heritable RB**                **Heritable RB**           **Heritable+non-heritable RB**                                                                       
  ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  **US cohort**                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Observed                                                               4                                 7                                 9                                 5                                13                                12
  Expected                                                             0.56                              3.12                              2.78                              0.55                              3.34                              3.67
  SIR                                                     7.08[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                2.24                 3.23[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   9.14[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   3.89[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   3.27[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}
  95% CI                                                           (1.93, 18.13)                     (0.90, 4.62)                      (1.48, 6.15)                      (2.97, 21.33)                     (2.07, 6.65)                      (1.69, 5.72)
  **UK cohort**                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Observed                                                               1                                 3                                 5                                 2                                 6                                 5
  Expected                                                             0.24                              1.67                              1.30                              0.26                              1.54                              1.93
  SIR                                                                  4.12                              1.80                 3.85[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                7.83                 3.89[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                2.60
  95% CI                                                           (0.10, 22.96)                     (0.37, 5.25)                      (1.25, 8.98)                      (0.95, 28.28)                     (1.43, 8.47)                      (0.84, 6.06)
  **US+UK cohort**                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Observed                                                               5                                10                                14                                 7                                19                                17
  Expected                                                             0.81                              4.79                              4.08                              0.80                              4.89                              5.59
  SIR                                                     6.19[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   2.09[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   3.43[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   8.72[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   3.89[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   3.04[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}
  95% CI                                                           (2.01, 14.45)                     (1.00, 3.84)                      (1.88, 5.76)                      (3.51, 17.97)                     (2.34, 6.07)                      (1.77, 4.87)
  **Reconciliation of cases with case--control study**                                                                                                                                                                             
  First+second multiple primary cases, counted twice                    ---                               ---                               −1                                −1                                −1                                −1
  Cases unmatched to controls                                           −1                                ---                               −1                                ---                               −2                                ---
  Case with intervening cancer                                          ---                               ---                               ---                               −1                                ---                               −1
  Total cases in case--control study                                     4                                10                                12                                 5                                16                                15

Abbreviations: RB=retinoblastoma; SIR=standardised incidence ratio.

Two patients in the US cohort with two multiple primary breast cancers (one heritable radiation exposed, one heritable radiation unexposed) were counted twice, and the analysis also includes a single radiation-exposed case from each of the US and UK cohorts that could not be matched to suitable controls, and a single heritable radiation-unexposed case with an intervening cancer.

*P*\<0.05.

###### Selected characteristics of breast cancer cases and controls among 1-year (US) and 5-year (UK) survivors of retinoblastoma (RB) with known breast dose

                                               **Non-heritable RB cases and controls**    **Heritable RB cases and controls**  **All (heritable+non-heritable) RB cases and controls**                                                                                                     
  -------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ----- ------- ---- ------ ---- ------
  All data                                     14                                                                              35                                                                              17                                           42            31          77      
  **Country**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  USA                                          10                                                        71.4                  28                                                                80.0          11                             64.7          28     66.7   21    67.7  56    72.7
  UK                                           4                                                         28.6                  7                                                                 20.0          6                              35.3          14     33.3   10    32.3  21    27.3
  **Sex**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Male                                         1                                                          7.1                  3                                                                  8.6          ---                             ---          ---     ---   1     3.2   3     3.9
  Female                                       13                                                        92.9                  32                                                                91.4          17                             100.0         42     100.0  30    96.8  74    96.1
  **Bilateral blindness**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Missing                                      5                                                         35.7                  9                                                                 25.7          6                              35.3          15     35.7   11    35.5  24    31.2
  Not blind                                    9                                                         64.3                  26                                                                74.3          8                              47.1          15     35.7   17    54.8  41    53.2
  Blind                                        ---                                                        ---                  ---                                                                ---          3                              17.6          12     28.6   3     9.7   12    15.6
  **Age at RB diagnosis (months)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  0--11                                        6                                                         42.9                  11                                                                31.4          12                             70.6          25     59.5   18    58.1  36    46.8
  12--23                                       2                                                         14.3                  10                                                                28.6          5                              29.4          9      21.4   7     22.6  19    24.7
  24+                                          6                                                         42.9                  14                                                                40.0          0                               0.0          8      19.0   6     19.4  22    28.6
  Range (mean)                                 1--164 (28.6)                                        2.7--56 (21.1)             0--22 (10.3)                                                 1--50.1 (13.8)     0--164 (18.6)              1--56 (17.2)                                     
  **Age at breast cancer diagnosis (years)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  0--29                                        ---                                                        ---                  ---                                                                ---          1                               5.9          3       7.1   1     3.2   3     3.9
  30--39                                       4                                                         28.6                  11                                                                31.4          6                              35.3          12     28.6   10    32.3  23    29.9
  40--49                                       5                                                         35.7                  13                                                                37.1          6                              35.3          16     38.1   11    35.5  29    37.7
  50+                                          5                                                         35.7                  11                                                                31.4          4                              23.5          11     26.2   9     29.0  22    28.6
  Range (mean)                                 31--61.9 (45.7)                                      31--61.9 (44.9)            25--56.1 (41.9)                                              25--56.1 (42.5)    25--61.9 (43.6)           25--61.9 (43.6)                                   
  **Year of birth**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  \<1940                                       4                                                         28.6                  4                                                                 11.4          1                               5.9          2       4.8   5     16.1  6     7.8
  1940--1949                                   2                                                         14.3                  9                                                                 25.7          4                              23.5          16     38.1   6     19.4  25    32.5
  1950--1959                                   7                                                         50.0                  18                                                                51.4          7                              41.2          13     31.0   14    45.2  31    40.3
  1960--1969                                   1                                                          7.1                  4                                                                 11.4          4                              23.5          10     23.8   5     16.1  14    18.2
  1970+                                        ---                                                        ---                  ---                                                                ---          1                               5.9          1       2.4   1     3.2   1     1.3
  Range (mean)                                 1927--1964 (1947.9)                                1930--1969 (1950.2)          1932--1972 (1953.9)                                        1933--1972 (1952.3)  1927--1972 (1951.2)     1930--1972 (1951.3)                                 
  **Year of diagnosis of breast cancer**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  \<1980                                       1                                                          7.1                  2                                                                  5.7          1                               5.9          2       4.8   2     6.5   4     5.2
  1980--1989                                   5                                                         35.7                  9                                                                 25.7          1                               5.9          3       7.1   6     19.4  12    15.6
  1990--1999                                   4                                                         28.6                  12                                                                34.3          6                              35.3          19     45.2   10    32.3  31    40.3
  2000+                                        4                                                         28.6                  12                                                                34.3          9                              52.9          18     42.9   13    41.9  30    39.0
  Range (mean)                                 1978--2007 (1993.8)                                1967--2007 (1995.1)          1967--2005 (1995.9)                                        1967--2005 (1995.1)  1967--2007 (1994.9)     1967--2007 (1995.1)                                 
  **Breast dose (Gy)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  0                                            10                                                        71.4                  35                                                                100.0         5                              29.4          10     23.8   15    48.4  45    58.4
  0.01--\<0.25                                 1                                                          7.1                  ---                                                                ---          5                              29.4          10     23.8   6     19.4  10    13.0
  0.25--0.49                                   1                                                          7.1                  ---                                                                ---          5                              29.4          9      21.4   6     19.4  9     11.7
  0.50+                                        2                                                         14.3                  ---                                                                ---          2                              11.8          13     31.0   4     12.9  13    16.9
  Range (mean, mean\>0)                        0--0.5 (0.12, 0.41)                                  0--0 (0.0, --)             0--0.65 (0.19, 0.27)                                       0--1.3 (0.30, 0.40)  0--0.65 (0.16, 0.33)    0--1.3 (0.17, 0.22)                                 
  **Chemotherapy type**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  None                                         13                                                        92.9                  34                                                                97.1          11                             64.7          31     73.8   24    77.4  65    84.4
  Triethylenemelamine                          1                                                          7.1                  0                                                                  0.0          4                              23.5          9      21.4   5     16.1  9     11.7
  Cyclophosphamide                             0                                                          0.0                  1                                                                  2.9          2                              11.8          2       4.8   2     6.5   3     3.9

###### Odds ratio (relative to zero dose group) and one-sided *P*-values (via Fisher\'s exact test) by breast dose group and heritability status

               **Non-heritable RB cases and controls**    **Heritable RB cases and controls**  **All (heritable+non-heritable) RB cases and controls**                                                                         
  ------------ ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ------- ---- ---- ---------------- ------- ---- ---- ---------------- -------
  0            10                                                         35                   ---                                                       ---     5    10   ---              ---     15   45   ---              ---
  0.01--0.24   1                                                           0                   ∞ (0.17, ∞)                                               0.239   5    10   1.00 (0.22, ∞)   0.650   6    10   1.79 (0.55, ∞)   0.244
  0.25--0.49   1                                                           0                   ∞ (0.17, ∞)                                               0.239   5    9    1.11 (0.24, ∞)   0.600   6    9    1.98 (0.61, ∞)   0.199
  0.50+        2                                                           0                   ∞ (0.88, ∞)                                               0.061   2    13   0.32 (0.04, ∞)   0.960   4    13   0.92 (0.24, ∞)   0.661
  0.01+        4                                                           0                   ∞ (2.62, ∞)                                               0.005   12   32   0.75 (0.22, ∞)   0.784   16   32   1.49 (0.68, ∞)   0.230

Abbreviation: RB=retinoblastoma.

Odds ratio obtained by maximisation of the unconditional likelihood; 95% CI are exact, using algorithm of [@bib36]).

Computed via Fisher\'s exact test.

###### Log odds ratio (OR) per Gy, odds ratio at 0.1 Gy of breast cancer by (heritability, age) group, adjusted or unadjusted for blindness

  **Group**                         **Log OR/Gy (95% CI)**                           **Odds ratio at 0.1 Gy (95% CI)**              ***P-*****value**                   **Heterogeneity** ***P-*****value**
  --------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------
  **Unadjusted for blindness**                                                                                                                                         
  Non-heritable RB                  6.72 (0.57, ∞)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}        1.96 (1.06, ∞)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}      0.047[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}     0.024[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Heritable RB                      −2.50 (−5.84, 0.20)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.78 (0.56, 1.02)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.072[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                      
  **Adjusted for blindness**                                                                                                                                           
  Non-heritable RB                  6.72 (0.57, ∞)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}        1.96 (1.06, ∞)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}      0.047[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}     0.026[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Heritable RB                      −2.29 (−5.53, 0.43)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.80 (0.58, 1.04)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.105[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                      
  **Unadjusted for blindness**                                                                                                                                         
  Breast cancer diagnosis \<50      −1.05 (−3.91, 1.46)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.90 (0.68, 1.16)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.443[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}     0.427[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Breast cancer diagnosis age ⩾50   0.87 (−2.50, 4.42)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}    1.09 (0.78, 1.56)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.657[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                      
  **Adjusted for blindness**                                                                                                                                           
  Breast cancer diagnosis \<50      −0.89 (−3.76, 1.67)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.91 (0.69, 1.18)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.517[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}     0.372[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Breast cancer diagnosis age ⩾50   1.30 (−2.29, 5.10)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}    1.14 (0.80, 1.67)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.505[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                      
  **Unadjusted for blindness**                                                                                                                                         
  All cases                         −0.32 (−2.36, 1.63)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.97 (0.79, 1.18)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.763[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                      
  **Adjusted for blindness**                                                                                                                                           
  All cases                         −0.18 (−2.30, 1.90)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.98 (0.79, 1.21)[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.871[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                      

Abbreviation: RB=retinoblastoma.

Exact-mid-*p* estimates, with 2 × 1-sided exact *P*-values.

###### Log odds ratio (OR) per Gy and with respect to various sorts of chemotherapy (alkylating agents), adjusting also for heritability

  **Group**                                                                                                                                          **Log OR/Gy (95% CI)**                           **Odds ratio at 0.1 Gy (95% CI)**              **Chemotherapy odds ratio (95% CI)**            ***P*****-value**
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  **Model of non-heritable** ***vs*** **heritable RB, adjusted for alkylating agent**                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Non-heritable RB                                                                                                                                   5.55 (0.19, ∞)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}        1.74 (1.02, ∞)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}      ---                                             0.064[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Heritable RB                                                                                                                                       −1.80 (−4.72, 0.61)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.84 (0.62, 1.06)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   ---                                             0.157[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Alkylating agent                                                                                                                                   ---                                              ---                                            1.76 (0.40, 9.25)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}    0.578[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  **Model of non-heritable** ***vs*** **heritable RB, adjusted for specific alkylating agent (triethylenemelamine** ***vs*** **cyclophosphamide)**                                                                                                                                                   
  Non-heritable RB                                                                                                                                   4.90 (−0.05, ∞)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}       1.63 (1.00, ∞)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}      ---                                             0.078[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Heritable RB                                                                                                                                       −1.76 (−4.47, 0.64)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.84 (0.64, 1.07)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   ---                                             0.165[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Triethylenemelamine                                                                                                                                ---                                              ---                                            1.59 (0.24, 14.27)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.819[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}
  Cyclophosphamide                                                                                                                                   ---                                              ---                                            2.13 (0.15, 65.89)[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   0.785[a](#t6-fn2){ref-type="fn"}

Abbreviation: RB=retinoblastoma.

Exact-mid-*p* estimates, with 2 × 1-sided exact *P*-values.

###### Breast cancer risks in groups exposed to radiation in infancy and in childhood[a](#t7-fn1){ref-type="fn"}

  **Cohort**                                        **Mean age at exposure, years (range)**   **Mean breast dose (Gy) (range)**             **Number of breast cancer cases**   **ERR/Gy (95% CI)**
  ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  Present cohort (males and females)               1.4[b](#t7-fn2){ref-type="fn"} (0.1--4.7)  0.17[b](#t7-fn2){ref-type="fn"} (0.0--1.3)    31                                  −0.32 (−2.36, 1.63)[c](#t7-fn3){ref-type="fn"}
  Swedish hemangioma ([@bib34])                                 0.5 (0.02--1.5)               0.29 (\<0.01--35.8)                           245                                 0.35 (0.18, 0.59)
  US scoliosis ([@bib11])                                        10.6 (0--20)                 0.11 (0--1.70)                                11                                  5.4 (1.2, 14.1)
  French--UK childhood cancer ([@bib18])                           6 (0--17)                  5.06[d](#t7-fn4){ref-type="fn"} (0.0--88.0)   16                                  0.13 (\<0, 0.75)
  Life span study ([@bib40])                                          10                      0.3 (0.0--4.0)                                1073[e](#t7-fn5){ref-type="fn"}     0.86 (0.47, 1.50)[f](#t7-fn6){ref-type="fn"}
  Life span study male breast cancer ([@bib44])                   \<15--\>50                  0.3 (0.0--4.0)                                9                                   8 (0.8, 48)
  US (CCSS) childhood cancer ([@bib22])             16.0[g](#t7-fn7){ref-type="fn"} (0--20)   n.a. (0--60)                                  120                                 0.27 (0.10, 0.67)
  Rochester thymus ([@bib2])                                      0.1 (n.a.)                  0.17 (0.02--7.45)                             210                                 1.18 (0.66, 1.93)

Except where noted all studies are of female breast cancer only.

Mean for controls, including 0 dose exposed controls.

Excess odds ratio per Gy derived by fitting logistic model (1).

Mean breast dose among those receiving external radiotherapy.

Number at all exposure ages.

Estimated excess relative risk/Sv at exposure age 10.

Median.

[^1]: Current address: Rollins School of Public Health, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322, USA.
